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H ere & There
the V iew from

o. 11 , D .S.

\ \'e took note paper and pen in
hand Sunday, November 13 and went
to hear the discussion at H angover
Squar e on the draft and the right to
dissent. H angover Square is a coffeehouse at Betty and Irv's on \ Varrensvi llc at Silsby operated by three
enterprising and intellectually courageo us John C a rr oll sophomor es,
Chu ck King, Lou Ginocchio, and
Tom Pokorny, whose names, by
th e way, don't rhyme. As their menu
puts it, H angover Square is meant "to
stimulate a greater faculty-student
dialogue and to provide a medium
for th e arti culation and exhibition of
artisti c efforts of the Cleveland student community." In spite of th at, it's
a good deal of fun and nurtures some
li vely discussions.
The main, but by no means only,
combatants that night were the
precisely-dressed Dr. Pusateri and
Colonel Fish, PMS, styled in conservative business blue, a status-guo
defender from Berkeley. In addition
th ere were Dr. H ampsch, characteristi cally loafer-clad, and looking for
Everyman's way to dissent; Fr. Mitzel,
loun gin g somnolescently over the
wh ole affair ; and an unknown husky
Irish-brogued sort who reminded ~s
of Dylan Thomas in both appearance
and manner, althou gh he imbibed
only some limpid-lookin g gin ger ale.
T he audience was laced with Carroll
students and a few imports of genre
unrecognizable.
Th e discussion became a bit fl accid
after a while but the atmosphere of
th e coffee house never waxed at all.
The menu is something of a classic
in its own right, sporting a whole
gamut of exotic coffees ("Russian
coffee, for the discriminating Bolshe-

vik"), teas ("Ru sian tea-a delightful
taste of strawberry"; "Orange pekoe
and pekoe, fo r the Phil istine") ,
special ("Udva h, hot mil k and
honey, delicious"), and iced dr inks
("Orzata- almond: try it, a deli ghtful
surprise"), as well as ch c ·cs and
pastries. For the truly noncommi ttal
th ere is, of co ur e, Coke. ' ot to be
overlooked is th e wide varictv of
recorded and live fo lk mus ic.
Curious about th e na me of the
place, we inquired and found out
H angover Square "was a section of
18th century London proliferating in
coffeehou ses and characterized as a
haven for a colony of aspiring artists
and musicians." Further inquiry revealed that there "is a legend th at a
walk thrice about the square was a
sure cure for th e worst of mornings
after; hence the name."
H angover Square is a daring adventure. With a little bit of lu ck and
under the competent management of
Charli e Kin g and his crew Carroll
can look forward to so me exciting
evenin gs of discussion, entertainment,
and a lot of fun .

•
What is always coming but never
prepared for? Final tes ts. Yes, once
again the Student Body will brace
itself for th e brunt of th e facul ty's
connivin g minds. However one of
th ese years the students will shock
th e faculty by actually studying for
this barrage of questions and quotations over th e course of th e semester
and when th e moment of truth arrives
how th e good guys will shine. Taturally, fraud will be exclaimed and a
thorough investiga tion will begin; but
the faculty will be dismayed to realize how th ey have los t even their
most pab·iotic students - those who
were always fl agging tests.

Flaw

Where the blackberries grew
And the grape arbor was,
Where the thrushes' song rode
Clean upon the air,
The child-I would
Watch the green, the leaves
Go silver by the secret wind.
Where the min was dew
In the liquid night, was
The dampness on my cheek, I rode
A shimmer to the lair
Of dreams; a silent shimmer to a secret wood
Where softly spoke the silvered leaves Spoke softly in the wind's duTess,
And softly sang a low caress.
*
*
*
*
Where once the black fruit gTew
And where the arbor was,
Where once I rode

A still Pegasus, and would
Dream the leaves
To a million forms and faces,
Is now the most usual of places.
-M.
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Some Reflections on India

With one bony hand the woman bared an empty, sagging breast at which
tugged vainly the spindly fingers of a scrawny infant in her left arm. A
ragged, once-green sari slipped to her side as she extended her palm for alms
and worked eyes and lips into language unutterable.
I was in a tourist bus, looking from the window. And this was the
thousandth sorrow of the day. And this was India.
That night I stood before the long walk to the Taj Mahal. In the moonlight shimmer, I saw it gleam with flowers and vines inlaid in turquoise and
jade and amethyst and chrysoprase and topaz. The white loveliness lit so the
semiprecious stones that they lilted like grace notes of a Mozart concerto cast
in Persian design. Into the pool the Taj th1·ew itself like a new arcissus and
found a contrapuntal harmony. And this was India.
These two poles of thought and memory haunt me like a melancholy
melody. India - her glories and her wretchedness.
You would tl1i.nk I meant by wretchedness India's poverty, its population,
its starving, its poor crops, its disease, its ignorance, its filth. I don't.
o, ratl1er I mean by India's wretchedness its attitude of non-involvement
in tl1e world of time and space. By non-involvement I mean the refusal, or
the inability, to invest seriously in the improvement of man's lot in this world
by a disciplined economy.
Example: The story told me by an American agricultural expert lent to
India as helper and consultant. Because the poor quality of Indian seed is a
major cause of poor productivity, tl1e United States sent to India hundl'eds of
tons of high-quality, hybrid melon seeds which, properly used, would last
about eight years before reverting. The faTmers were instructed to use the top
five per cent of theil' best melons, after harvesting, for re-seeding, and to sell
only the remainder. This procedure would insure maximum protection of
seed quality.
Harvest came. To a man the farmers sold all the best melons and kept
the worst for re-seeding. Result: In two years the quality of the seed reverted
to original unproductivity.
Example: Editors of leading India newspapers sheepishly admitted that
because of public opinion they will not editorialize the cow problem. Leading
statesmen and politicians, likewise, defended the situation, or remained silent.
True, those who ridicule cow veneration in India often do so through
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ignorance or, worse, through arrogance. Would God we of the \ Ve t were as
sensitive to and appreciative of animal life!
But where we part company and where appears irrational non-involvement
is the expression of that veneration toward an animal that has for millenia
provided food, drink, fuel, cleansing and plowing means, and transportation,
in a way gravely damaging and dangerous to human life.
Were Indian moulders of public opinion to exert one-tenth the effort
on cow control that they do on birth control, real progress would be made
in human welfare.

Example: The women of India are more than ever attached to a form of
dress manifestly impractical for cleanliness, neatness, economy, and service.
What is being loudly said in the \Vest about Catholic Sisters' habits is true of
the Indian sari. Picturesque, beautiful, characteristic, yes! But seriously
inappropriate to the demands of a technological, health-conscio11s, safetyconscious, high-speed, close-squeezed twentieth-century society.
Those of us who have sat in classrooms and lecture halls before a teacher
constantly adjusting the clothing on her shoulder, who have traveled extensively on Indian airlines where the hostess has more to do getting up and
down the aisles than in serving ll·ays (into which a sari may dip at any
moment), who have seen sari skirts sweeping streets little noted for cleanliness
-wonder why the sari has not developed into a more practical and convenient,
while still national, form of dress.
Oh I admit that dress is a minor thing, that problems of caste and bustee
and sewage are immeasurably more important. But the dress thing vividly
indi cates an attih1de of mind, a resistance to change which underlies most
if not all the ills afflicting India and preventing her from entering the
modern world.

Example: The buildings in the City of Chandigarh . Designed about
fifteen years ago by internationally known architects, headed by Le Corbusier,
they are literally falling apart. Rain drips through ceilings, plaster falls,
wall-to-wall carpeting displays jagged, incomplete, nail-studded sides, drapes
bang torn from windows, seating is defaced. Good craftsmanship and ideals
of maintenance seldom appear. From city to city: D elhi, Hyderabad, Mysore,
Madras, Trivandrum, Calcutta, Jamshedpur, Agra, Jaipur, Bombay - everywhere the same story. \Ve professors all but wept at the condition of new
buildings in new as well as old universities. or did the scholarship manifest
more excellence or involvement.
As a two-month sojourner sees it, what is India's greatest need? A
professor of mathematics from the University of Galway said he thought it
was a crash program of birth control. While duly concerned with the cruciality
of this problem, I submit that there is a more basic need, one indeed which
partly explains India's apathy before the population problem: the need for
India to change its attitude of non-involvement in the world of time and space.
Specifically, India must, if she is to participate fully in the modern world,
acknowledge the Law of Change as the essential dynamic of created things.
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Merely to submit to, to tolerate this law is bad; to oppo e it is worse, worst.
What has made the Modem World is the revelation of dialecticians, architects,
scientists, theologians that Change can be made man's servant instead of his
lord. Affectionately and intelligently used, it works for his progress toward a
world in which man can increasingly enjoy his rights and realize his potential.
The plight of India distresses me. I look back to the Great Tradition: to
the healthy this-worldliness of the Vedas, to the probing and pregnant
pronouncements of the Upanishads, to the asceticisms of Buddhist and Jain,
to the sublime ethic of the Bhagat;ad Gita and the nobility of the epics, to
the relentless pursuit of truth in its ultimate being by Shankara and Hamanuja,
to the mystic transports of the sufis, to the dancing Shiva and the dutiful
Rama and the faithful Sita and bountiful Lackshmi and the ben volent
Parvati, to the mts of architecture and sculpture and painting, to the caves
of Ellora and Ajanta, to the erotic sublime of Khajaraho and Konarck, to the
art of Indian dance and I ask myself: Is this, is this modem India the result of the Great
Tradition?
The answer that suggests itself is yes, in part at least. One of the most
notable developments in Indian philosophy after the Vedic Age was the
concept of maya.. So complex and profound are the accumulated meanings of
this term that what I am about to say must b e hedged with all sorts of qualifications. Yet it must b e said.
My two-month experience in India supported the thesis of leading
historians and sociologists that India is basically a life-negating country. For
the masses of Indians the world of time and space is illusory, d eceitful,
evil, to be tolerated and patiently endured, not to be seriously invested in.
It is maya.
To become seriously involved in long-term plans, involving sacrifice of
the present, already so uncertain and suffering, for long range benefits is to
indulge a sinful desire to change what is ordained by dharma, the nature of
things. Suffering is punishment and expiation for sins of a former existence, notably sins of desire, of involvement and attachment to worldly,
material things.
Only when man is purified from desire (attachment to time and space) is
he free to enter into God, to enter nirvana or perpetual bliss.
India's scholarly president, Sri Ramakrishnan, has undertaken in several
treatises to refute this indictment. H e has not widely succeeded.
India, India! Great and wretched India!
And to that sigh, history returns the amazing reply: India is the only
country in the world that has maintained a living culture and tradition for
nearly four thousand years. India will be alive when the West has died,
slaughtered with its own wisdom.
-
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MARGARET BERRY

To My Advisors Loving

Your words like surgeons' knives
into my eyes descend
Pierce cleanly there the watery stuff
and probe the crystalline lens
Ever so precisely dissever from them
their diseased flesh cores
and let them mend.
Wounding, work on then, tender physician,
Working, wound on then, harmingly healing,
Carefully brutal, love so more cruelly
Than with some soft caress
Or some easy sweet glance
Of conventional kindness
Allow me to live in an agonied blindness.
- JAMES S. MANISTA
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The Cabin

iVarm
T he cabin beckons
Aft
Its porthole light obscured
By su;aying canvas blinking
Voices carried over rain-soaked
Gusts of whipping wind
A nd laughter
Sounds of friendship
Singing
Mellow beer throat-tingling
Flowing
Accordion accompanied
A ngry sea
Throws off unwanted
Commerce
Vile tramp burden
Steaming
An empty paper shell
But forces downward dragging
T o swirling d epths
Black
Fathomless
Of earth attracting
Laden steel-plate hull
Smas h once again
Into resisting massive water
churning
Mighty yielding swells of
liquid protest
A seaman at the bow alone
Salt biting into leathery skin
Eyes closed against the furor

iVarm
Th e cabin beckons
A ft
With laughter's friendly force
A seaman standing solitary
gu01·d off-duty
Railing strongly gripped
See swaying light-obscuring
canvas
H ears
And feels
Th e comfort-radiating warmth
Cheerfully conversant
Crew surrounded
I-I ot plate brewing tea
But senses in his flesh
Soul
Solitary
Feeling
W elling up
Restraining
Lacerating stormy violence
To withstand
And steadfastly remain
At the ocean-piercing bow
Storm-creating sky awaiting
To engage in battle
Hoping not for v ictory over
wind and weather
But the satisfaction
Brought by elem ental d eath
defiance
And relentless p ersev erance
- ULF GOE BEL

Burning
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It Had to Be Said
In his controversial play, The Deputy, Rolf Hochhuth contends that the
lives of countless Jews exterminated by Hitler in \Vorld War II could have
been saved by a Papal statement from Pope Pius XII. In the declaration of
this contention he displayed a frankness which is nothing short of phenomenal.
His candid treatment of some of the fundamental questions about man and
his conscience is gripping, clear, and unmistakable in its meaning. The Deputy
says what has needed to be said about ecclesiastical authority for a long time
but which has never been said.
Technically, it docs not really matter how Hochhuth wrote; it is his
message that we arc concerned with. \Vhat Hochhuth says is so engrossing
that his manner of expression is virtually unnoticed. Yet it stands to reason
that if he has conveyed his message so well, his technique must have been
effective. The play has continuity and dramatic impact throughout, except
p erhaps in one area. In the last act he fails to express the procedures at
Auschwitz as vividly as he undertakes to do in the introduction to the final act.
The Deputy has its deepest impact philosophically. Hochhuth is questioning ecclesiastical authority by saying that Pope Pius XII made a grave
mistake as a Christian and as a human b eing. Whether he is correct or not is
beside the point. What is important is that what he says is feasible and that it
has definite applications today. W e have been involved in an age in which the
security of a standard Chtistian moral code has replaced the responsibility of
the individual to his own conscience. Hochhuth and the modern existentialists
are now awakening mankind to the awful realization of the shortcomings of
such a security. Pope Pius XII felt this very realization in The Deputy in his
m eeting with Ricardo. One by one, the rest of mankind are also coming to
this reckoning. W e are in a transitional p eriod of thought brought about by
Hochhuth, the existentialists, and other responsible thinkers. Inevitably,
however, the Pius XU's of mankind will constitute the minority, the transition
will be complete, and we will rejoice that when it had to b e said, Hochhuth
said it.
-

R. KEITH LAWLER

•
Dad
The whole world cried
The day he died
At least, I thought they did
When he was dead
I could not see well through the tears
And I, a man approaching ten years
-

DAVID McDERMOTT

-
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Schweinehunde

Nazi Schweinehunde. Morder. Verbrecher. It was smeared all over the
walls and furniture. They had used
toothpaste. The house smelled of it.
Mama looked at the obscenities and
cried.

"Why us?" she sobbed. "What did
we do to deserve this?"
"Di e Jud e n. Di e verd a mmt e n
Juden!" Volker was only eleven years
old. His dark hair had been combed
diagonally across his forehead with
great care.
"Sh! Volker, please! No more of
that." Papa Ollenmeier mopped his
brow with a dirty handkerchief. H e
was clearly uneasy. Perspiration stains
were visible on his frayed jacket
around the armpits. "You mustn't
son. That's all over. The Tazis are
finished .. . "
Volker regarded his father with an
expression of incredulity on his earnest face. "But Papa, how can you say
that? You, a Sturmbannfi.ihrer . . . "
"Volker, I forbid you . . . "
"Papa . . . "
" ol W e'll have none of that. Not
now, particularly not now." Mama
walked over to Volker, placing the
considerable bulk of her p erson
between father and son. "You must
understand, Volker. It's over. Look
a.t .th e str e e,~ . Am i s . Germ a n y is
fimshed . ..
-

" ol" The words spurted out of
Volker's mouth. "They're fighting in
the Austrian Alps, in the H arz. Hitler
isn't dead. It's all a lie. They're trying
to deceive us. Yes! Hitler said so only
last week. Der Sieg wird unser sein!
H e is preparing a trap for them. He'll
use the new Vergeltungswaffe. Goebbcls . .. and you . . . you . . . while
others arc dying . . . you ... " His
face was red . He was shaking. H e
couldn't find the words to ex-press his
great fear and loathing. H e believed!
H e knew! and yet . ..
The bookshelf. Volker ran to the
next room. It had been torn from the
wall. Books were strewn all over the
floor, deliberately torn, trampled on
and otherwise mutilated. His eyes
searched feverishly. There! H e bent
clown and held up triumphantly the
copy of M ein Kampf Hitler himself
had autographed for him when he
had gone to Berlin the year before
with the Jungvolk delegation from
Bremen.
"H ere Papa." H e leafed through
the book he knew so well and put his
finger on a paragraph underlined in
red. "D as H errenvolk. Y./ e have a
destiny. W e must fight on, to the last
man, ]jke King Teja and his Gothic
warriors. The Aryan spirit cannot be
suppressed. The Am is are all Jews.
They . . . Roosevelt . . . Churchill . ..
fat pigs ... "
Pap a had followed Volker. H e
11 -

snatched at the book Volker drew
back alarmed, stumbling over a chair
lying on its side. He fell headlong.
Papa dove after him, wrestling for
the hook clutched in his son's outstretched hand.
"Give me that!"
"No!"
"Brat. Give it here!"
"No. Traitor!"
"Why you ... "
"Papa. Volker." Mama had come
into the room. A door slammed.
''"Who's that?"
Pap a was breathing heavily now,
his chest heaving. "Volker, verdammt
nochmal! Give me that ... that work
of the devil."
"Papal"
Kriemhilde came into the room.
"Was that you slamming the door?"
Mama looked around at her daughter.
"Yes. What's going on? Papa?"
Mama was quite taken aback by
Kriemhilde's appearance. "What're
you doi~p all dressed up? Where'd
you ...
"I said give me that filthy book"
"Traitor! Traitor! o!"
"Stop it!" Mama was losing control
over her voice. "Get off the floor, will
you." Turning to Kriemhilde again.
"And look at you. Lipstick no less.
Sixteen ~,ears old. And your skirt.
Otto . ..
Kriemhilde burst out laughing.
"Otto? H e's probably God knows
where by now. Mama, can't you get
those two off the floor? Just look at
that. It's a disgraceful ... " Apprehensive. "What's Volker got there?"
" M ein Kampf. I as ke d you.
Where've you been?"
" o! Get it away from him. They'll
take us to a camp somewhere if they
-

find out about Papa and ... ~1ama,
can't you do something') I just saw
them take Ob e r turmb an nfi.ihrer
1i.iller. ~lama, stop them. Papa.
Can't you listen? Your uniforms ... "
"Oh my God." Papa truggled to
his feet. "Give me .. . I'll take care
of you later. Mama. Up tairs. The
uniforms. And the picture of Hitler."
"The flags."
"Yes."
"Volker's uniforms."
"No! Traitor. Don't you dare touch
them." Volker ran out of the room.
His feet clattered up the stairs.
"Quickly."
"Yes."
"You get the flags. Bring them out
back."
"Kriemhilde, go through your room.
H ey! What do you have there?"
"Where, Pap a?"
"In your purse."
"Oh, this?" Innocently.
"Yes. I thought so. American cigarettes. Let me have one." His hands
shook as he put the flame to it,
inhaling smoke as a man coming out
of the dese1t ch·aws in water to
restore the fluids of his parched
body. "Kriem ... you ... how? Slut!"
He spat the word out, enveloped in
smoke. She stood before him clothed
in thoughts that made him shudder
with revulsion and disgust, irritating
but also provoking him. Slowly he let
his eyes travel over the body of his
daughter, getting used to the annoying sensation of looking at a woman,
feeling rise up in himself a desire to
caress her prominent breasts and
strong legs that had so often wrapped
themselves around him playfully. She
was very much aware of his scrutiny.
F ar from shrinking in the face of his
wrath, she met his eyes boldly, half
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turning to reveal hersel£ in profile,
challenging him to bare his mind,
ah-eady half disclosed by the flickering lust moving in hot flashes across
his face. "Slut!" But hi voice had lost
its conviction.
"You call me a slut, you of all
people!" To her he had become no
more th an another man, weakened by
his obsess ion with female flesh , to be
despised. Oh she knew about his
former secretary, and ... "" ' hat are
you making? Where d id you get it?"
She tau nted him with vengeance, on
the offensive now. "\Vcll, where?"
H e looked at the ciga rette, was
abou t to throw it wav in anger but
th en thou ght better of it. "Come on,
let's get busy." H e avoided his daughter's steady glance. H e found it very
painful now to be in her presence, to
look a t her. H e felt himse lf exposed.
"Sure, tim es have changed, haven't
they, Papa?"
Mama had listened at the door. She
felt very sad but somehow unable to
act, to set things in order as she had
always done before, one way or
another. The situ ation in which th ey
all found themselves had made her its
prison r. She had the sensation of
bonds being drawn tighter with every
passing minute. "Kriemhild e, how
could you?" H er hand made a weak,
fluttering motion. She had stru ggled.
There was no way ou t. She was tired.
"Mama. Please don't be naive."
"Papa!"
"Oh shut up, iVIama. Come on.
Let's go."
"Volker! " Mama's voice was shrill.
H e was brushing off his uniform.
H e checked it carefully, piece by
piece, and put it on. H e was standing
before the broken mirror, looking at
himself through Schwein, slipping the
lanyard over his shoulder. They had

used his striped toothpaste. He was
about to wipe it off when lama
appeared in the door.
"Son. "
He picked up i\Iein Kampf hastily
anc.l pressed it to his side, backing
against the mirror. lie was marked.
From right to left Schwein was
written across his back. He felt the
glu ey stain stick in g to his skin
through the brown material of his
hirt.
" on. Volker. Please."
" ~>'lama."

H e turned around. "Look."

"Come here." Absent-mindedly she
swabbed away with a towel that had
been lying on th e floor nea r Volker's
overturn ed bed. Gri ef was written
into the wrinkles of her face, eyes
dull. They had always sparkled so.
H er hair had never before been in
such a state of disarray. She shook
herself to life. Somehow one would
have to go on.
"Volker, listen ... "
"~lama ,

not you too. You can't. "

" 1 o, son." She understood vaguely
tJ1 e deep emo tions th at were straining
the brave soul of her little Volki. She
knew he was afraid. Every fiber of
his being was trying to hold togeth er
what he had become in the company
of his friends and under th e guid ance
of his father. She saw faith seeping
ou t of his small body. H e wa bleeding to deatJ1, making every effort to
hold things together. And she couldn't
help, not at all.

"Mama. Come on, quickly. Bring
his uniform and ... you know ...
that book." Papa was shouting from
downstairs.
Volker backed away, looking at his
motJ1er with suspicion, like a frightened, cornered rat. H e clutched th e
book as though his life dep ended
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on it.
"Don't worry, son. I won't take it
from you." The great mass of flesh
she had always carried about so
lightly seemed to ooze toward the
ground in total exhaustion. i'Jothing
any longer held it together. She tried
once more. "But don't you understand ... "
"You too, lama." He made a
valiant effort to ke p the tears back,
but his anguish wouldn't stay down
any longer. H e burst out crying,
sobbing wildly. H e licked his lips and
tasted salt. Everything in the room
was blurred. Mama was coming
toward him, hands outstretched. H e
clashed out of the room ashamed.
From the sound of it, he fell down
the stairs head over heels. A door
slammed.
"Volker?" She listened. "Papa."
"Have you got that uniform?"
She looked out of the window.
Papa was standing in the back yard
over a fire. Kriemhilde was dropping
articles of clothing and papers into it.
H e was fanning it frantically. Mama
sank back onto the mattress that was
lying on the floor. She slumped forward, shaken by sobs. Yet it was as
though even this last sanctuary of
human comfort drew too much
energy from her flaccid flesh . She lay
back and was very quiet. A mosquito
buzzed overhead. She thought of
dive-bombers attacking. The mosquito landed on her forehead. She
was aware with full clarity of its
taking from her blood. But she no
longer cared. L et the bombs fall and
explode her into space and emptiness.
She wanted very much to be mixed
with th e rubbl e of h er hous e,
destroyed, unrecognizable. But there
would be no more bombs!
"Mama!" Papa was coming up the
stairs, breathing heavily. "Where's
-

Volker? And what ever happened to
that uniform? \Ve haven't any time
to waste." He almost fell over the
mattress on which Mama was reclining. "~lama! What arc you doing?"
Apprehensive. "You sick? Something
wrong with you?"
" o. l\'othing. Only what's happening?" Distraught. "I don't understand
anymore. Volker ... "
"Where is that brat? I want his
th ings. I .. . "
"Papa. Don't you under tand? The
boy is afraid of losing himself, of
seeing his world collapse." She raised
hers lf up laboriously. H e just stood
by and looked on, not offering to help
her or extending even a hand. "You
know, he's lost respect for you."
"Respect, my God! H ere I'm trying
to protect you all from that Ami . . .
process ... and you ... you come to
me with idiotic talk about my son's
mental states . . . Respect, indeed!"
H e was pacing up and down the
length of the room. ow he stopped
abruptly. "Don't you know what
denazification means, woman? My
God! I've heard of it . . . " Catching
himself. "Wher is he, that boy?"
"Left."
'What do you mean, 'left'?"
"Ran out. And in full uniform,
carrying his Mein Kamp f." A spark of
defiance had returned to her voice.
"God-damn him!" H e took her by
the shoulders, his fingers sinking into
folds of lax flesh, and shook her violently. "And you let him go, you ...
\i\l e11 it's on your conscience . .. "
"Papa! H einrich!
ow you take
that back. You cannot mean what
you just said." Horrified.
"I meant every word."
"H einrich, you damned your own
son."
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"Oh that!" Surprised.
"What did you think? Yes, that!"
Desperate. "You called on God to
damn your own fl esh and blood. Pray
to him to forgive you. H einrich,
please. Your own son. You called the
wrath of God on him." Clutching
at him.
"\ Vhy in the hell don't you leave
me alone with yom sh1pid superstitions." Flinging her from him , laughing harshly. Then vicious. "I don't
want to see him in this house nor
hear his name aga in . I disown him.
\ Vhatever he does, he'll have to pay
for it himself. I'm through." A rage
had overcome him . H e was in his
ri ghts. After all .. .
"H einrich, yo u can't. H e's your boy.
Remember how proud you were ... "
"It doesn't matter. Don't you have
anything up here at all?" Slapping his
forehea d with th e palm of his hand
several times. "Th e family has to survive. I got you throu gh so far didn't
I? Why do you think I joined the
Sturm Abteilun g and went along with
all that? It was for you, for the
kids ... "
"But I thought you believed ... "
"When are you going to learn?
God almighty, it's a good thing
women don't run this world . .. "
" ... might have some p eace ... "
" ... you'd make a shambles of it
in a minute."
"You always said .. . "
"Jesus Christ, can't you forget what
I always said. Times have changed.
And the main thing is that we continue living . . . can't you get that
through your thick skull? Living!"
She looked up at him, her eyes
pleading. "I only know that my boy
is out there, searching .. . his heart
bursting with an anguish he cannot

under tand. \\'ill you pray ... "
He turned on her vicious ly. "I told
you . Don't mention his name in this
house .?ga in . I no longer have a
son ...
Quietly but with persistence. "And
only such a short tim e ago you were
so proud that your Volker had be n
chosen to be a mcmb r of the delegation to Berlin ."
"Don't \'011 ever mention that
again!" He ' looked abou t nervously.
''\\'hat's happening to us, Papa? I
just don't know anymore., othing
makes any sense to me now.
"Don't think. Just do as I say. I got
yo u through before, didn't I ? I'll take
care of things, don't worry."
"1 don't know . . . " H er eyes
see med to look inward.
"Come on .. , H e helped her up. She
followed him. The movements of her
body felt not at all a part of her.
Weary limbs did their tasks mechanically, without the slightest effort at
volition from her.

Kriemhilde
downstairs.

was

laughing

gaily

"Is someone with you?" Papa was
apprehensive.
"Oh it's all right. Only an American soldier ... "
The d ay had passed. Volker was
talking excitedly to the young Gefreiter
who had stopped him as he was rushing through the shrubbery of petit
bourgois back yards to escape notice
of Amis roaming the streets. The
Gefreiter, in Wehrmacht uniform,
had almost shot him in the dark.
"They're all over town. We came
out of the bomb shelter this morning.
Ami tanks were parked right in front.
And when we got home .. . "
"Ja, ja. I know already. Wouldn't
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""""
be hiding here ollwrwisc."

signs. I believe them. H ere in .Mein
Kampf . .. "

"You from Bremen?"
"No, H amburg."
"Well , what're you going to ch>"

"Don 't tell me . .. "

"What do you mean, do? Give
myself up, I guess."
"t o!" Volker almost screamed the
word with fear and a sense of great
hurt. "You can't. You just .. . "

"Sh! " The Gefreiter slapped his
hand over Volker's mouth, looking
about nervously. "Shut up, will you.
Trying to get us killed?" H e released
th e boy slowly. Volker was shaking.
It was pitch black all about them.
Not even the light of a candle was
visible in the houses surrounding
them. The glow of smoldering fires
illuminated billowing smoke here and
th ere at a distance. To the east the
sky was red . A town was goin g up in
fl ames somewhere. Th e a ir smelt of
explosives, ashes, and smold ering
cloth . A few blocks away motor
vehicles were moving along in convoy. Th e noise of tanks patrolling
empty streets mingl ed with th e sound
of occasional shots and machin e gu n
bursts. Th e faint thunder of artillery
exchanges along th e receding front
was also still aud ibl e at times, carried
by the warm breeze of a sprin g ni ght
fill ed with sil ent cri es of wounded,
maimed , and dying and the stench of
burning and decaying fl esh.
"\Vhat about the . . . counterattack?"
Th e Gefreiter struted laughing. He
stopped himself. '\iVhat on earth are
you talking about?"
"The radio broadcasts. D er Fi..ihrer
said th at the Amis and the Russians
aTe all being drawn into a giant
trap." Volker whispered \v:ith urgency.
"Shl" Laughing softly.
"Der Sieg wird unser sein! The

"Right h re ... I can't read it. But
anyway ... the German people are
destined to rule th e world. \Ve ar e
the H crrenvolk. \ Vc must fight on.
\ Ve .. . "
The Gcfreiter was shakin g his
head, not believing his eyes and ears.
"You really believe th at, don't you?"
Th at's how effective th eir indocb·ination program had been. All the
answers were th ere in that fanatical
littl e head . And th e book . . . of
co urse. H e remembered the bible
club he had once belonged to. In
uniform , too. Ready to fight on for
the Vaterland. "Listen Junge. D as
dritte Reich is finish ed."
"You 're lyi ng! My fath er . .. "
"Sh! H e told you the same thin g, I
bet? Sure. Probably some party bigwig, tool Anyway, it's over. Want to
know why I'm here? I hid from my
sq uad leader. Didn't see any sense in
going on with it. I'm walking out of
here any minute now, with my hands
up. Things h ave ca lm e d down .
Should be safe. I hear those Amis
don't b·eat you so b adly . . . "
"Traitor!" Volker spit on the ground.
"Wake up, Junge. Times change."
" o! Please ... " Volker was tryin g to hold b ack tears again. "Don't
give yourself up . Don't surrender.
D er FUhrer will come back. It's all
lies, what they say." Volker clutched
the Gefreiter's arm. "Please." But the
soldier shook him off easily. Volker
collapsed, sobbing.
"Shl"
Volker raised his h ead and wiped
his nose and eyes on his sleeve. The
Gefreiter was walking away from
h im. "Grow up," he whispered back.
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Volker started to get up but stumbled
over an object in his path . ft was a
machine pistol, apparently left behind
by the Gcfrciter. He grabbed it. An
idea sprang to his mind, takin cr hold
of him. An inexorable and unquestionable command rang through his
ears, reverberating in his head. "Traitor!" He pointed and pressed the
trigger. The clark figu re that had
begun to merge with shrubbery spun
around. "Oh God! No! Why?" A
terrible, piercing cry. Then silence.
Volker shivered. H e looked at the
steel in his hands. It felt cold. Duty,
he told himself, had demanded what
he had just done. Duty, honor,
loyalty! Heil Hitler! His body was
shaking, his stomach fluttering like a
cloud of butterflies. H e felt sure his
bowels would give way any moment.
He tried desperately to control the
wretching welling up in his throat.
After all, the dirty swine had been
about to desert. H e walked toward
the Gefreiter. But his knees gave
way. Terror was searing his groin and
attacking his whole being.
Voices. "Where'd those shots come
from?" English. Running feet. Volker
stood frozen. Then he jumped like a
hightened animal, dashing into no
particular direction. H e collided with
a wire fence.
"Over there!" More voices. A gun
explcded somewhere behind him.
Volker ducked into the cellar of a
house that was no more than a shell
of brick walls and charred beams. H e
pressed himself into the deepest and
darkest com er he could find and
waited, hardly daring to breathe.
Outside several American soldiers
were moving about, dashing from
one cover to another.
"Check in there."
lCO.k."
A light stabbed into the cellar
-

occupied by Volker. He tried to
make him elf part of the grou nd on
which he lay. 1-1 was sure the flashlight was pointing right at him. Bnt
the beam moved on. After a while he
didn't hear the Americc n anymore.
He stroked the weapon he had acquir d tenderly. He wondered how
long he would be able to fi re it by
just pressing the n·igger. He had
some vague notion of how the thing
worked. But he didn't really know
how to load it. And he hadn't any
extra ammunition. Still, the cold steel
reassured him. He leafed through the
pages of Mein Kampf carefully,
straightening them out and brushing
off the dirt and dust he could only
feel. H e would show them. The night
was warm. H e sank back against the
damp wall. The heavy air, laden with
the oppressive stench of wet mortar
and burnt wood no longer bothered
him. H e looked up through the skeleton of the house and dreamt fondly
of himself as a decorated guerilla
fighter for the third Reich. H e would
he Siegfried and subdue Brunhilde.
He wondered vaguely why he was
thinking of Brunhilde at all. H agen
was the dangerous one. But then
Hagen was the avenger of Brunhilde
and in her service. H e would not tum
his back to him. Why, he thought,
had Siegfried not covered that small
area betvv'een his shoulclcrblades with
the dragon's blood? Why had he p rmitted himself to remain vulnerable?
He must have known . . .
Fear crept back into his bones with
the rising sun. H e felt very much
alone and in need of sharing his
experience and intended purpose with
others. H e thought immediately of
Dieter and Jtirgen. But he was tired.
He sank back and fell asleep.
H e awoke with a start. The cold
dampness that had crept into his
weary muscles and bones from the
17 -

--ground on which he had slept fitfuUy
caused him to shiver. It was still
early. He rubbed his eyes. Emptiness
and uncertainty struck him below the
Tothing
belt. He looked about.
stirred. Outside there were sounds of
people rising from lhe rubble. But
here it was peaceful. Yet he was
afraid. He had dreamt of the mighty
battle between the Burgundians and
the Huns in King Etzel's great banquet hall. H e had been the leg ndary
Volker, sword cutting bloody paths
through the ranks of Kriemhilde's
traitorous warriors.
Dieter. He must get to his friend.
T here was a cupboard of sorts still
fastened to th e wall in one corner of
the otherwise totally burnt-out cellar.
H e p ried it open and found it empty.
Quickly he removed the insignia from
his uniform and deposited them with
the pistol, his bayonet, and M ein
Kampf in the cttpboard. H e closed it,
backed away and saluted. Heil Hitler!
The streets were alive with people.
Germans pushing, pulling and carrying their belongings on the sidewalks.
Ami trucks and tanks in the streets.
Volker moved quickly, unhindered .
Dieter's house had been untouched.
H e opened the cast iron gate, ran up
the stairs to the front door and rang.
The maid opened, as though everything was normal. Miraculously,
neither the war nor its sudden end
seemed to have affected the Meyer
residence in the slightest. Even the
flower beds were well kep t and the
shrubbery trimmed. "Guten Tag. Is
Dieter home?"
"They're all eating breakfast. If
you wish, you can wait here." She
eyed his dirty clothing disdainfully.
"Irma, who is it?" Frau Meyer
called from the adjoining room.
"Volker Ollenmeier, gnadige Frau."

"Well, ask him to come in." She
appeared at the living room door.
"\\'hat are you doing here so early in
the morning? You shouldn't be in the
streets yet, you know. \\'ould you
like a bite to eat?" Suddenly Volker
felt almost faint with hunger.

"If it's no bother. I ... " He had
always stood somewhat in awe of
Frau ;vreycr. As usual, her slim figure
was elegantly attired, her face tastefully made up, hair neatly coifed.
When he looked at her he felt
ashamed of Mama.
"Come in. Of course not." The
house was old but sumptuous, the
residence of a well-to-do Burger,
solid, constructed it seemed to last an
eternity. Volker looked uneasily at his
soiled hands. " tlay I wash up first,
Frau Meyer? I really only came to
sec Dieter," he explained.
"Yes, yes. Go right ahead. You
know where the bathroom is."
Volker regarded himself in the
mirror. H e admired D ieter's family
and looked up to his friend. One day
Dieter would be a famous lawyer like
his father. But Volker had always felt
ill at ease in this large hous with the
paneled walls, high ceilings and those
ever so prop er and distant maids.
"Guten Tag." H e bowed to H err
Meyer and again to Frau Meyer. H e
shook hands with Dieter and sat
down. "Gesegnete Mahlzeit."
Dieter was very excited. You've
been outside. Mutter, you see. It's not
at all dangerous. Can I go with
Volker after breakfast, Vater?"
"We'll see. ow then, young man."
Dieter's father tended to be somewhat pompous but was invariably
very correct in his manner. Volker
noticed that he also was properly
dressed, on his way to the office as
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usual. At least so it appeared. "How
arc your parents? I am told that your
house was damaged. I hope it isn't
irreparable. So many things have to
be put in order. G rmany must be
rebu~ l ~. Do you understand, rebuilt,
and Its your generation I am relying
on. To begin ... "
"Friedrich, not at the breakfast
table, please."
"Well, it's just that
All right,
~Iartha. But tell me, how does it look
ou t there?"
"Amis all over the place, sir, tanks
and all."
"Yes, I know. But .. . never mind.
I've been asked to ... "
"Fri. drich. They're only boys."
"They'll have to learn sometime."
"But not just now," she retorted
firmly . " ow tell me, Volker. How
are your parents and Kriemhilde?
You never did answer that question."
"Fine, Frau Meyer." Volker wanted
desperately to be alone with Dieter.
" Just fin e," h e repeated absentmindedly.
The phone rang. Volker was
startled. H e didn't think the telephones were working.
H err Meyer got up and answered
it. H e spoke in English. Volker could
not understand. But he knew that
H err Meyer was collaborating. Yet,
he was overawed by the impressive
surroundings, the authoritative bearing of Dieter's father, his strong and
clear voice and the genteel aloofness
and refined manner of his mother. He
kept his feelings to himself.
Frau Meyer also got up. "Why
don't you boys run up to Dieter's
room. Or . .. if you wish, go out for
a walk."
"You mean it, Mutter?"
-

"Oh, I suppose it's safe. Just don't

go too far and don't stay out more
thnn an hom or so."
"Yes ~Iutter, thank vou." Dieter
was off and returned a few moments
later with his jacket. As they ran out
through the front door they aw Herr
1cycr being driven away in an
Amcrican automobile.
"Hey Dieter, what about your
father?"
"Working with the military government." Dieter always sought to impress his fri ends. H e was bragging.
Volker was deeply shocked and felt
wounded. "But why? Doesn't he
know that he is commi tting an act of
treason?"
"Oh come now." Condescending.
"The azis are through. I always said
they wouldn't last. They're .. . "
"You what?"
" l always said .. . H ey look at that
Sherman tank."

"It's not a Sherman. It's that oth er
type ... I forget now ... But ... "
"It's a Sherman all right. I can tell
by tl1e turret and the size of the cannon." Volker wasn't sure any more
at all.
For the first time in montl1s pedestrians walked unhindered on sidewalks. The sounds of war were
strangely and unbelievably absent.
One had gotten so used to them. The
high pitched sound of bombs falling.
The dTOne of airplanes overhead. The
screams of sirens warning of impending raids. Suspended in tl1e air were
still tl1e smells of battle. But the noise
was gone. And humanity was already
beginning to fall back into the routine
of a "normal" life. The emergency
was over. People were buying and
19 -

selling things again.
Dieter and Volker continued their
heated discussion, disagreeing on
everything from concentration camps
to the correct designation for the
insignia of passing Ami soldier . Suddenly Dieter looked up and pointed
with his arm. "Look over there
Volker, isn't that Jurgen?" A tall boy
with unntly blond hair was dashing
across the street, still littered with
bricks and other debris, between two
jeeps moving along slowly. He had
seen them.
"Tag." They shook hands. "Look
what I have here." J urgen reached
into a paper bag he had been carryin g and brough t out a bar of American chocolate.
Volker shrank from the candy in
Jurgen's hand as though it were
poison. "Where'd you 9et that?"" ot
his friend! He co uldn t h ave. You
stole it, didn't you?" Volker imagined
Ji.irgcn crawling under barbed wire,
courageously pilfering Ami rations.
"Are you kidding?" Jurgen laughed
easily. "There's a place clown on
H ohenlohestrasse where they're giving this stuff away to boys who sign
up for their club ... "
Dieter had opened th e bar of
chocolate and bit into it eagerly.
"H ere, want some?" H e held it out to
Volker. Then he hesitated momentarily and withdrew his h and . H e
looked at the half-eaten bar and felt
asham ed, his face coloring. But with
remarkable alacrity he managed to
bury the feeling of guilt that had
arisen in his conscience. After all,
th ey were occupied by the Amis might as well make the best of the
situation. And besides, Hitler was
dead - and Vater was working with
them.
"Go ahead." Jiirgen rummaged

through the content of hi bag. "''ve
got plenty more."
Repulsed by them, Vol 1,er took
several steps backward, stumbled
over a pile of bricks and fell on his
back. He sat up and stared at his
friends. IIi head was Sl'inning.
Everything was chaos. His face expressed horror. H e felt tears welling
to his eyes. His voice quaked as he
spoke, searching for words. "Dieter
... you, Jurgen .. . how could you?
Have you forgo tten?" H e blurted out
half mad. "Der Fuhrer is fighting in
Berlin or in the moun tains somewhere
and here you ... "
Dieter removed th e chocolate from
his mouth, lookin g at it with a certain
apprehension. But J urgen laugh ed.
"Come on, Yolk r, get up . D er
Fuhrer is dead. The Tieb elungen are
finis hed. I tell you, I listened to th e
radio reports thi s morning. The Allies
are mopping np . .. "
"All li es ... propaganda. I came to
yo1 1 because ... I wanted to . .. "
H e cou ldn't express what he felt in
his hea rt. IL seemed childish to him
here under th e steady and condescendi ng gaze of Jurgen.
"\,Veil, vvhat is it?"
"Never mind. You, you .. . " H e
scrambled to his feet, thrusting his
finger at th em. "D er Sieg ... " H e
saw th e people milling about, taken
up by their own affairs. It was as
though he were sinking into a bottomless morass.
" . . . wird unser sein?" From
Ji.irgen came another peal of mocking
laughter. "Why don't you grow up!"
"Ja, why don't you?" Dieter looked
at Volker with pity on his face. He
had regained his sense of security
and pah·onizing attitude. His voice
reeking of maturity, he turned to
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Jurgen. "Where did you say that
place was?"
"Schwei.nehundel And you want to
be my friends. " He saw the Amis,
people laughing and moving back
and forth busily. It looked so peaceful. He thought of Mama. 1 ol
TI1e expression on Jurgen's face
had changed. "And who the hell do
you think you are anyway? You know
where I saw your sister this morning?
She was com ing out of one of those
houses taken over by the Amis." He
laughed harshly. "She's a God-damn
whore, your pure Kriemhilde."
" ol You're lying. You ... " Volker
charged at him blindly, tearin g th e
paper bag from his grip, rippin g it to
shreds and throwing its content on
the grou nd. Candy was strewn all
over the sidewalk. Several people
eagerly bent down to pick it up.
"H ey!" Ji.irgen tried to stop th em, but
it was to no avail. "Why you!" H e
punched Volker full in the bee and
sprawled him on th e grou nd. Blood
gushed from Volker's nose. Ji.irgen
spit on him as he walked away with
Dieter. They were laughin g.
H e looked after th em, his hand
extend ed . "Dieter ... " But there was
no answer, only p eople looking down
on him , talking, movin g by. It was as
though he were sitting on a raft in
the middle of a very confusing and
colorful river, the gaping mouths and
eyes of uncounted crocodiles bobbing
along on the surface of the ugly
liquid. The stream rush ed past him
with an ever increasing speed that
filled him with terror. H e clamped
his hand over his ears tightly, closed
his eyes and screamed into th e bu zzing red haze that remained of the
world experienced. A hand weighed
dovm his right shoulder. A voice
came through to him. "What's the
matter, son?"

Volker drew back violently, as
though to avoid pollution. He opened
his tear-filled eyes and spit into the
man's face. "Schweinehundl Wegl"
.., Vhy you little . . . " The man
raised his hand to strike. Volker
jumped to his feet, ducked under the
blow meant for him and ran wildly.
He kept it up until he was out of
breath. H had no idea where he
was. He had bumped into people,
C\'en run over a baby caniage. He
had only been half aware of the
cur cs flung after him.
ow he
simply stopped and sat down on a
sidewalk bench, throwing his head
backwards and absorbing the sun
through his closed eye-lids. H e felt a
great desire to be evaporated, to float
up toward th at warm and comforting,
fiery' ball. Mama, he thou ght. What
wou ld happen to her? But he didn't
have th e energy to reflect on any
problem just now.
He drifted into the softly red world
of sun lit, lazy sleep. Around him
everyone was breathing again, concern ed with th e revitalization of
social order. The Allies had plans for
defeated Germany. Calculation and
speculation about future possibilities
was in th e air. But Volker rested from
his terrible ordeal of holding onto
tl1 at which had gone before. H e did
not know yet that there was no way
out for him but the on e that led to
Valhalla. ·while Papa Ollenmeier
found it easy to bend with the wind ,
he had sired a son who became
harder and more brittle with every
attempt to fit him into the coming
world. H e was destin ed to break his
lances on windmills. Thns Volker's
mind considered the situation while
he was sleeping and had moved
below the threshold of reflection. He
had always felt sorry for Don Quixote
and hoped for his performing really
great deeds. Cervantes hadn't done
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the knight justice at all. One day he
would write an appropriate ending to
the tale of that great crusader.

knew. "Heil Hitler!" He clicked his
heels and recited the words of his
Fuhrer.

Fireworks were going off in his
head. He doubled over, certain that
he had been struck by a volley of
bullets. But he felt no pain. There
was a great deal of noise about him,
people shouting in German and
English. More shots. He opened his
eyes. Men, women, and children were
flocking all about him, waving American flags and issuing mostly unintelligible sounds. Through the milling
and frolicking assemblage he could
see Ami soldiers perched on a tank.
They were firing into the air wildly,
some holding bottles, drinking, laughing raucously, expressions of joyous
abandon on their faces. "Freedom!
·w elcome! Hurrah!" The crowd was
delighted. A girl scampered onto the
tank, one of the soldiers lending her
a hand. She threw her arms around
him and kissed him full on the mouth.
"Hurrah!" It was Kriemhilde. Volker
wretched, held his stomach, half got
up, then spewed forth a yellow
stream of foul-smelling vomit, splattering several bystanders. "Hey!"
Someone tried to grab him. He tore
himself loose and ran off, his legs
barely supporting him.

"Whatever man possesses today in
the field of culture is the culture of
the Aryan race. The Aryan has
stamped his character on the whole
world."

He stood before the cupboard,
panting, opened it and retrieved the
things he had deposited there, placing
them on a ledge of sorts. He pressed
his lips to M ein Kampf, opened it
and slowly leafed through it. He
fondl ed the pistol and replaced his
insignia, taking great care that they
were correctly in position.
Volker checked his attire once
more, brushed off his shoes, ran his
hand through his hair and stood at
attention before the ledge, raising his
eyes, filled now with tears, thrusting
his arm upward in the only salute he

"The Jewish star is threatening the
triumphant banner of the H akenkreuz," he added. "Die J uden have
poisoned everything. If men wish to
live, they are forced to kill, to
destroy, to stamp out weakness with
ruthless brutality. Wir werden nicht
fallen - folglich fallen die anderen."
Volker unsh eathed his bayonet. He
pricked the skin of his lower left arm
until he drew blood. He opened M ein
Kampf, placed his right hand on the
pistol and his left forearm onto the
book, letting his blood run into it. He
stood erect, eyes sparkling.
"I swear, Wotan, Thor, Siegfried,
goldene Walki.iren. Ich schwore den
heiligen Eid der Germanen. I will
fight to the end, for the Reich and for
the Aryan world culture. Odin, assist
me in destroying the Schweinehunde
out there who have deserted you. By
Valhalla, I will not rest until they are
all dead. Sieg Heil! Pigs. Filthy
whores." He spun about, pistol at the
ready. Blood dripped from his hands
to the ground. He pressed on the
trigger. A burst of bullets stru ck the
opposite wall. "Die! Traitors! Beg for
mercy, swine. Verreckel"
"Kriemhilde!" Another burst of bullets. Bricks and loose mortar rained
down into the basement. "Papa!"
More shots. A low, rumbling noise,
an ominous tearing, as though a tree
were falling, the last link to its roots
not cut by the saw being severed
violently. "Dieter! Ji.irgen! Schweinehundel" The pistol stopped firing. He
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threw it to one side, drawing his
bayonet. A great cracking, gnashing
sou.nd. ~he three-story high wall
facmg h1m was swaying back and
forth. Then it started falling. He saw
it coming. " 1ama!" All th anguish
of man was in that la t terrible cry.
Dust rose from the rubble.
"Did you hear that?"
"What?" Two women in shapeless
dresses were pulling a small cart
laden with containers of water past
the house that had just collapsed on
itself.

outcry?"
"I didn't hear anything. Anyway, if
someone's buried in there, it'd take
days to get him out. He's sure to be
dead. Look." '!'he dust was settling,
rcvealmg a p!lc of rubble, twisted
girders and burnt wood.
"Ja. I guess you're right. I wonder
how many are buried in all those
ruins."
"Countless. Come on. Let's get this
water home."

"' Veren't there shots and then an
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-ULF GOEBEL

Her hair in flowing goldness
Her rosebud breasts in vernal softness
Her eyes in twinkling-star-blueness
Leave my thoughts to wander
And my heart restless
Her gentle voice in soft tones calling
Her simrple grace 1s moving
Her tender smile, serene in knowing
Could shame a dove- nature's pure priestess
In careless winging
Unnumbered sunsets and uncounted
Crimson-gold reflected
Unmatched beauties reached and surpassed
Within her confined; and I lay grieving
Alone, too long parted
-MARK YUNGBLUTH
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And Then on Forever (for S.M. F.)

I could love you
As the twilight loves
The pinpricked starred heavens
In a misty fading time chromo, before the unchangeable
dance
Of the silver radiant moon-child.
And then on forever
I could love you
As the night tide loves
The timeless silent shores
With the undulating lapping ripples and gentle
embraces
Of the constant ocean lover.
And then on forever
I could love you
As silence loves
No sound
Filled with fullness in the quiet meaningful
absence
Of words unneeded and unspoken.
And then on forever
-MARK YUNGBLUTH
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Perspectivas

I

Strange what one remembers of a love old
And long since ended (depending upon
One's mood, of cou1·se.) By day amid the bold
Scurrying of the work at hand, her wan
Expression, the one she wore when I wrote
H er off, may a private smile engender;
Or the cool, graceful flow of another's note
Which sets a time and place might recall her
Childish scrawl, comic in the artless way
It spoke of love. Then a fragrance fair,
Of newly fallen leaves and of a day
Just ended reminds m e of her hair
Pressed against my face and an old moon's sky
T ells me she was not the fool but I.
II

Strange what one considers of a love new
And fresh, kept from memory by its dull,
All present touch. By night, her words to you
Entice and rouse until the mome nt's lull
When tender words are best, and then the cut,
One to show her condescension. By clay
Too one's her mouth to cope with and wish shut,
Her presence to avoid (but in a way
To break the clay and keep the nights intact.)
Surely not like situations gave rise
To verse bemoaning parting. For to act
A saclclenecl heart is but to disguise
The scene; when love leaves, one mimics real grief
And breathes an attendant sigh ... of great relief.
-D. S. WEIS
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An Address

(On Friday, August 26, 1966, Dr. Louis C. Pecck, Chainnan of the Department
of English, delivered the summer commenccm nt address to one-hundred-eightythree graduates. The text of that address is printed here.)

Because of the diploma you now hold in your hands, you are, according
to a variety of community standards, considered educated. You have gone to
college, and now you have graduated. Almost every college student, especially
the freshman and sophomore, is asked at sometime to explain his motivation
for attending college. Statistics on the subject might be disquieting, but you
might at this moment be recalling what you answered. Chances are your
answer had something to do with getting a better job, making yourself eligible
for advancement in your career, and - oh yes - making a lot of money. If
one were to believe the answers he hears from young students year after year,
he would be convinced that college campuses are crawling with people who,
motivated by the urgency for advancement and security, want no more than to
get in to a college, get on with courses, get them over with, and get out.
Let us for the moment call the attitude I have just described "A Young
Person's Myth of a College Education." "A Faculty Member's Idea of an
Education" is something else again. What has actually happened while you
attended John Carroll University is this. A representative number of men and
women - the faculty - who have in the past themselves undertaken a college
program like yours, have made a decision about you. They, the faculty, have
decided that you are free now to go your own way and learn something for
yourselves and by yourselves. But they have made another decision too,
namely that you are by this time equipped in some small way, intellectually
and ethically, to accept some mature responsibility, to borrow words from
William Faulkner, inside the human race.
Of course, the Young Person's Myth and the Faculty's Idea are greatly
opposed. But consider your degree diploma. We might recall for a moment
Mark Twain's account of a long, low dog he saw one day. The dog, he was
told, had won prizes and attracted world-wide attention. Twain thought the
dog was structurally weak, built as it was on the principle of the bench, but
with too much distance between the pairs of legs. However, he conceded to
the owner that if one takes a long, low dog like his, walks him down the street,
and doesn't charge anything, people will stop and look. As to your diploma,
those of you who have not yet looked inside the white envelope might be
surprised. You will find there a document that is without value, without price.
You cannot sell it or pa\'VIl it; you cannot hang it on a wall and win an art
-
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prize with it; the signatures on it are not autograph collectors' rarities; it will
not admit you free anywhere where admission is charged; and above all, the
world will not stand awestruck simply because you own one. Remove your
cap and gown, take your diploma, walk down the street, but unless you have
some particular claim to notice, no stranger will remark, "There goes a
college graduate."
There is, however, one distinction a college graduate should have. The
graduate does not have exclusive claim to this distinction; others achieve it
quite as well by sheer discipline. I refer to the fact that for several years you
have been exposed to an intimate relationship with books. ot merely text
books, not m rely guides through a course of study, but those books which
document the progress of human thought and reiterate century after century
the goals of the human mind and imagination.
During the past few years you have become a bit acquainted with
attitudes about human dignity and about human duty. You have learned from
the books of the ages something about not only the worth of self-interest but
also the worthiness of others; not only the force of pride but also the virtue of
compassion; not only the profit of utility but also the gift of honor; not only
the value of acquisition but also the honor of sacrifice; not only the facts of
today but also the visions of infinity.
In The Idea of a University John Henry cwman defined Knowledge with a capital "K" - as "something intellectual, something which grasps what
it perceives through the senses; something which takes a view of things;
which sees more than the senses convey; which reasons upon what it sees,
and while it sees; which invests it with an idea." The new college graduate
who has not yet begun to see more than his senses convey has already begun
to deny the very essence of his education. Perhaps without recognizing it, you
have already acted according to one of the first great results of any education
whatsoever. For the more one learns, the more he becomes dissatisfied with
life as he led it before he learned. The more he becomes ambitious for himself,
his family, and his society. But the ultimate recognition the educated man
must make is that an education used only with self-centered direction is
useless, that in fact education by itself is useless too. For your education and
you as an educated human being will reach full fruition only when you realize
that the only thing your education has really fitted you for is service.
It matters not what your profession, job, or career may be, you will be
expected to serve, because the end of all work, but especially that work which
demands intellectual skill, training, knowledge, and imagination, is service.
And you must stand prepared to serve not only the cause from which you
derive your livelihood, but also the larger human community which imposes
the greater burden of responsibility upon those of its members who have
chosen to accept it. Make no mistake; by choosing education, you have chosen
the responsibility.
Many tend to call our times a new age of responsibility. Indeed there are
ample proofs. Witness the scope of new intellectual responsibility within the
Christian church, the new legal responsibility defined by recent high court
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decisions, the new moral responsibility painfully wrought by entire classes of
human beings crying out for basic dignity. Yet the notion that such responsibilities are new is itself a lie. The man who has any acquaintance with books
knows this, and must acknowledge or learn anew that his community and
society must be served. The college graduate faces no choice now; he made
his choice several years back. There is no retreat, and the man who tries
retreat re-enacts to his own loss the tragic legend of Faust.
Today then - at your commencement - yom- beginning - the faculty of
this university, of course, offer you their congratulations, but they also remind
you that a modern university exists expressly to prepare its students for this
responsibility of service. They remind you that John Carroll University
recognizes this responsibility. They remind you that this responsibility is yours
also. But most of all, they welcome you and invite you to accept your duty
inside the human race, so that together we may serve it well.
- LOUIS G. PECEK

•
Moonlight Sonata

Intimate, the intermittent quiet of the soon-to-brighten moon.
The beams flicker white and hover on their multi-million platforms:
Specks of dust - a milky wave of motion through the haze.
The moment sways
When up and through the leaves the trees reveal the clouds
unveil the lumpy mound of love:
It's artificial day.
-ANN C. BRINK
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Sails of dazzled vessels
whisper winds . .. chiU the hearts
Paddles of docile ducks
wedge ripples over the marsh
AU gathered gently to nature's side
As a friendly conversation
cast all sorrows aside
For with a master's pride . ..
a dog's eagerness coincides,
where the sun shines and
the darkness hides
bringing moments of content . ..
a berth of warmth inside
the lull of the wind
the felicity to know that
solicitude of love in nature does reside,
Though not the carnal kindling
of warm youthful fire
But more a spirit remembering
I am thou ...
nature you
-D. R. DAVID MEUSE
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Lapsis Linguae

in a second a thoughtless word
knifes through the gay one-planed facade
and makes a three-dimensional tragedy
with vertical reality
shaped of hisses and booes
and humanity's family skeletons
which dangle in embarrassing nudity
harrassing all your friends:
for there in the corner
misery's big bad wolf
has made a pass at Emily Post
and wrecked your catered party
feel propriety on buttered toast.
-

-

RICHARD TOMC
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I was walking when they saw me,
And threw acorns at me.
But it was fun, then,
The leaves the color of your hair.
Later (years), I could have told you
Of canaries on telephone wires in the winter.
Golden coins (my dear father said),
On silver trails.
Or I could have breathed the whispers
of Narcissus
To you my listener,
And then,
My smiling soul ...
Instead I laughed,
And I told you stories of sad,
Limping little boys
I once knew.
- M. A. PELLEGRINI
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God Over Man

Nothing can be said to the man who doesn't see that there could be a
God. You can tell him to read Aquinas or Descartes, to go out and see "order in
the Universe," to pray for enlightenment. Tothing happens, so don't try.
Instead spend your time talking to those who do believe, and notice the
variation. There are quite a few men, right or wrong, who believe in a God
Who simply is, and doesn't move men, and also quite a few who believe they
know what a personal, "loving," God is doing - the plan for the lesser
mortals. The latter, of course, don't hate the former. Rather they commit the
ultimate depravity - they pity them.
In the case of the latter, little can really be aid. They believe, but the
beliefs vary. Some have faith in a God who only supplies grace and punishes
sin; others firmly hold that cripples are cured by divine intervention. There
are all shades and degrees of differences among the believers, with one
thing that binds them together - they all believe that God moves, cares, and
is a person.
Perhaps their God doesn't go from place to place or take the Rapid from
the Elysian Fields to irvana, but he moves men from the outside. He doesn't
really belong to our group. Instead he look down on us as an outsider,
although some would claim that he is in us and outside us at the same time,
using the divine prerogatives only he possesses. Their God looks down on
men with differing moods at different times just or merciful, loving or
vengeful, or any one of many attitudes. He cares. And this is what makes
religion so palatable to most of them. At last there is someone who cares, who
isn't confused by the words that never seem to come out right. He always
knows what is going on and, in a world where noth ing is sure, it's nice to have
someone who is always right.
Thus their God is someone who cares for me, who sees little kids suffer
and hurt just like you do, who knows that, no matter how bad things are,
they'll get better. He's the man who has the answer to all the suffering and
misery, to all the nonsense that is the world; it's all in His Plan. No one can
be sure what that Plan is, but we can be secure in 1.'11owing that it will all be
for the best:
"Oh, the depths of the riches of the wisdom and of the knowledge
Editor's note: This article arose from Mr. McCarthy's reading of Kingsley
Amis' new novel, The Anti-Death League, an exceptionally fine explanation of

an evil God.
-
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of God! How incomprehen ible are His ways! For 'Who has
known the mind of the Lord or who has been His counsellor? Or
who has first given to Him, that recompense should be made to
Him?' For from Him and through Him and unto Him are all
things. To Him be the glory forever, amen ."
- (Romans 11, 33-35)
But, of course, there is anolhcr possibility - one usually neglected by
believers, but one equally possible. \\'hat if the moving, knowing God who
watches above is a rat? \Vhat if the devil that every young Catholic learns to
fear is actually his God? Nonsense') 1o.
The explanations of philosophers have done all they can to cover up evil
in Lhe world, but the answers never quite fit. The evil that man sees isn't
explained by callin g it "nothingness." We're told that God knows of the evil
in the world, but somehow He lets it go by, does nothing. If you divorce the
"mystical plan" idea from your thinking, there arc only two serious possibilities
for a cogn izant God - either He lets evil take place, or He causes it. In
either case, He is evi l.
The God Who would cause evil obviously cannot escape it Himself. Evil
does not come from Good. It is the God \Vho sits by and watches Who must
be considered. The believer will contend that the God vVho watches man die
is not bad, but that He simply lets His children do what they want, because
they are free. In fact, He is kind enough to intervene occasionally to make
things better for the few good men who live, and correspondingly punish the
bad in hell. This sounds fine - a loving Father Who lets th e children be free sounds fine until that fr edom is analyzed.
In an earthly analogy, unfortunately the only type we can make: if we
see a man about to kill another, what do we do? Do we sit by and watch the
slaughter? o. We do something. We love men and tl1u s we help tl1cm, no
matter what they think their "freedom" is. Given the choice we would not
allow any man to be evi l, unless we ourselves were evil. God, if we are to
consider Him in our human way, must do the same.
How can the believer speak of freedom to do as you wish, when he, in
other circumstances, defines freedom only as th e freedom to do good, saying
that a man is only truly free when he does what he ought? The Christian
heaven is populated with millions of "free" souls who "could do evil and thus
are free, but who always wish to be only good, in the sight of God." Words.
Such equivocal freedom is nonsense. If people should be free in this heavenly
way, why doesn't God, in one swoop, put them all in paradise and not let
them suffer? By definition they would be just as free there, and a lot happier.
Why not? Because God is evil. He watches om misery and chuckles,
laughs as He allows us to des troy ow-selves. The believers may say no, but
they shut their eyes. They should be asked if they have ever seen a child die,
or an old man stink and rot with cancer, or a twenty-two-year-old newlymarried woman crying after her hysterectomy. Th ey should be asked how
their loving God could watch; tl1ough their answers will always be the same,
for how can they understand the anguish of life unless they have first felt
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alone, with no father to make it all right. And these men have "never
felt alone."
Is God evil? Perhaps. If He is a moving, watching person, why not? In
fact, how can such a God help but be evil?
The answer is to forget about the God Who cares, the God Who is a
person. Look to all the things that are good, and see your God in them.
Instead of looking for the God in one man, look for it in all men. Make a
religion of loving man and forget worshipping in any church but the world.
Admit that, if ther i a God \Vho wants to be worshipped, He'll tell you. If
He sees your sincerity, how can H e do anything but help, even if you are
wrong. The Good God, if He moves men, cannot pass you by. And if the God
is evil, you can only fight Him, or hope He passes you by.
Take the section quoted before, "How incomprehensible are His judgments and how inscrutable are His ways," and accept it. God cannot be
known unless He shows Himself to each man. Until H e does, we can only
worship all we see of Him, the good in nature and man.
- JUSTTN :vrcCARTHY

•
_Backwash and the Matters 1~7hich Did
Transpire as a Direct Result Thereof

THE PRELUDE
Sticky little twigs floating on the beach,
The remnants, most likely, of a great tree
That sort of fell apart - of course being tired,
When things got rough.

THE POEM
The wind blows in from the sea tonight,
Little girl;
Do you feel it?
It's even hard to walk toward the water
So strong and free is the wind;
It smells good though.
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L ook at all those things on the beach;
It's too bad, you know Maybe we could have walked in th e sancl
Without our shoes.
It's much easier that way, little girl.
It's hard for m e to walk w ith you
By th e sea, little girl;
You see, the words never come rightOnly far off approximations.
And they don't say what I want.
What clo I do, little girl H old your hand, take you in my arms;
Whisper sweet nothings?
But those w e never liked,
And you could never be superficial,
At least wh en it was important.
I do want to m ean the proper words
Because I can't intimidate myself.
So w e play a high-class guessing game;
Ready, set, here we go.
Catch me if you can (doubtless impossible).
Nothing more than a formality The game, that is.
N evertheless, you know what I'm doing
And I guess I clo too.
Being too diffiwlt to stop
W ell, I'll just carry on,
Knowing you understand ancl tolerate.
And so we walk by the sea, little girl;
Building the revolution,
Saving the world from herself,
But not really betraying anyone
Nor ourselves for that matter.
But it's fun to talk about.
The sea is not at ease tonight, little girl,
But at least we are;
That's really the important thing
And while I'm at itI wonder what the sea is like
On the other side.
Any guesses, little girl?
- J. DAVID HVIZDOS
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Intrigue

Last evening it was brought to my attention
That psychic phenome non is m erely an invention
For exploitation of the uninitiated soul
By which one is deluded for the sake of someone's humor.
It's only a game.
Life is.
Dear God just keeps chuckling at the spo1t.
There's Plato's Idea - the pre-existent answers
(God keeps them mostly to himself);
Then there are the clues, left carelessly about
(Sometimes in other m en).
The trick is:
For Man to see how much he can figure out

all
by
himself
And in the end
It really doesn't matter
Because the game was only to pass the time
While something serious
- Strangeness perhaps Was going on behind the scenes
Like whyever Jesus died.
-
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ANN C. BRINK

Collage

Clouds mourn violent and bleak
Above a lake that breaks against the u;all Churning mountains, white-peaked,
Strain against stone, stw ggle to enwrap
Rusted hulks that slou;ly rise and fall
From piles where ripples usually lap.
A gull streaks past the derricks on the dock
To wheel about the breakwall's sandstone blocks,
As paintless polished old
Winchdrums whine and men move thickly in the cold.
-EDWARD ANDROS

•
Dublin

Down the narrow way
the Georgetown fronts steep on both sides.
Past the pubs then a church
the sun gently setting in the sky.
Past the green and a monument to the rebels
of the past
erected by the patriots of today.
An American with fresh acquired Irish faunter .
A dark street and the sun now low behind the
crumbling walls.
A woman her face smudged with soot
a baby slung across her breast.
And from a doorway the pastor comes
"A 'alf a crown for m e and my child, I'll pray
for ya father"
"And I for you my daughter."
But quicken I, for O'Casey will soon begin at the Abbey.
- THOMAS J. GAGLIARDO

-
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Exerpt from a Letter
I wrote a letter to a former love, telling her how the rains swirl, windblown down the chilly streets these nights; telling her how the mountains
stand in a dying, fiery majesty as autumn draws on to its conclusion of icy
winds bearing snow and sleet; telling her of the magic of the moon a it points
its horns downward and settles into the mist of the mountains; telling her
how, these early mornings, the frost is delicately complex; twirls and fingerprints on the windowpanes, and white and c1y tal-like on the lawns; asking
her why she sent back the double-onyx ring, when I had meant her to keep it:
(I wonder about writing - I choose from a million possible images,
hoping that Chance will yield me a mystery and a delight, a sorcery in words,
a chain that will lead inexorably into the smoking gem-heart of darkness; into
the fathoms of worlds and the whisperings of water and th sing ing of the
mermaids at the extinction of day. Po sibilities are endless. The poet chooses
boards and bilge-stuff from the flotsam and fashions a cathedral of stone in
honor of the creative human spirit; in the honor of God; in the honor of the
beauty of Creation; in honor of the multitudes of possibilities which did 110t
fall to his choice, but were left for the next wanderer to take up and to build
into an edifice of his own - out of his own travail and exaltation. A I worry
this lovely jewel-studded rat, a million people ca ll out, wailing the death of
family or the pre-marital pregnancy of a daughter. As I write these words and
worry a poetic rat, a flake of mica drops glittering from a ledge into a chasm;
a surf-battered starfish is slit in half on the sharp brok n edge of an oyster
shell; and a chunk of rock oxidizes flamingly across the night sky ... )
In Byblus the children were offered as sacrifices to a blood-lusting god.
A pity that the practice died out, for now we offer maimed on s to a sicker
pantheon. Better quick, final death than degradation and deformity, do you
not agr e? ... the cedars they felled, built vessels of them, and launched
them onto the sea; trade flourished for centuries among the cities, before the
first death came; or was it the first death or was it a death at all? The coffers
were emptied, battered, destroyed; the desest encroached as it always does,
and the ruins were left as witness on the plains and near the bays along that
erstwhile lovely coast. The birds were stilled and the insects d ead. The sand
and the rocks held naked sway until the renewal, when the cycle was begun
again. And nothing was really changed while everything was completely
altered; lovers had loved, had touched the God as they caressed one another,
and even these lovers had died, who had vowed never to die. A candle sang
in the nave of a chmch in Rome, and a solitmy Magdelan wept in the holy
darkness, repenting, repenting. The darkness spoke to Dante of torture and
demons. D eep-sounding winds spoke out of the night to Alfred Tennyson.
A leper died outside the walls. A keg of wine was consumed at a wedding
feast, and little did they know, and little did they care, that alcohol is the
fluid that flows in the arteries of Satan. Prohibition came. The consumption
of rugged types of alcohol rose almmingly, and drunks got drunk and died ,
-
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poison d in alleys. Time peered inward and outward, snapped a taut string
or two of a lyre, and with a twang we awoke, you and I, and beheld the
world probably very much as James said the infant beholds it: a revolving,
dynamic, distraught taste and tang and touch-nothing of cartwheeling lights
and patterns beyond resolution. Entering wet-head first into the world, a
world of tooth-paste ads and party snacks - boorish strings of headlights
like the staring eyes of myriad metallic beasts - we were patted by a doctor
and wheeled away, our belly-buttons a mush of string and blood under a
bandage. We were wheeled away, past the third floor desk in a sterile buggy.
Years later, pinwheels and pyrotechnics of incandescent neon threw a
joint of intellect backward a jolt, and we remembered without being aware
of it the wonder of the first months of life, before we knew that grass was
supposed to be green, and not melodious. Before the catalogue machine of
the mind had fully assumed its task of resolving patterns out of chaos. For a
moment we were back at the nipple of the breast or bottle, your brown and
my blue eyes turned occasionally, dazedly ouhvard to the spinning, humming
Eden around us. 0 where has it gone? \Vhat is this we sec around us? Speak
to me, Osiris, Baal, or Christ! I implore you to answer my obsession, to answer
the question I shall never be able to phrase!
Silence echoes silence in a cavern of silence. But, suddenly, voices! Two
technicians are discussing the paintings on the walls of a cave. Th ir voices
are incongruous, here in the stillness. vVe don't heed their words, their
noisome but learned mumblings. We know, you and I, that an artist thousands
of years ago had been working, had toiled and sweated into the chill as he
painted these figures on the walls of this cave. The bison, wounded and dying,
but brave as it bunched itself up for the fight on the plain. The spears are
protruding from flank and neck, but see how bravely the animal awaits the
fin al challenge! the will to live, how beautifully depicted by the artist who
had sensed the mystery, had attempted to portray it in the form of the bison
dying on the plain. This artist was a creative genius, alone among men,
probably feared and despised and misunderstood, but, doubtless, honored in
some oblique manner. W e leave the cave, in a spiral we ascend, hearing at
our departure the mumblings of the technicians, who are, we note, attempting
to determine from what organic source· the paints were extracted. Oh who
gives a damn! It's not the media, you plodders, but the creation!
W e leave the cave, in a spiral we ascend. Below us twirls the earth, silent
and lovely. The silence is a melody, and the stars are a melody scattered
across space. We touch them with webworks of intellect, and a trembling is
set going inside us - a sympathetic vibration with the universe of flame and
darkness and matter. A spherical melody, the earth moves away below us, off
into another circling, yet another orbit. Knowing that this sphere will one day
be dry, will be dust across the dust of the stars, imparts to this scene a
poignance that tears at us. But only for a moment. Peace is the law here, and
thus peace descends, silence of suns and the melody of distance and time.
We walk forth from the house, to post this letter and buy a package of
cigarettes and a magazine. There will be frost tonight, for ah·eady it is very
cold. Tomorrow morning there will be the icy twirls on the windowpanes again.
-
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